CONNECT WITH FLOW

COMPANY PROFILE

WHO WE ARE

WELCOME TO APEX PIPING SYSTEMS. CONNECT WITH FLOW.
The story began in 1978 when Apex Piping Systems Ltd, formerly known as KAP Plastics, was
founded in Industrial Area in Nairobi, Kenya.
The company initially focused on the importation, marketing, and distribution of aluminum
products, specializing in injection molded plastics and the production of household products
such as plastic hangers, jugs, plates, and rubber door stoppers.
Encouraged by the parent company’s sustained success in producing high quality steel, Apex
Steel directors made the decision to acquire KAP Plastics, in 2010, effectively becoming a onestop shop for all construction-related needs in Kenya. The company was later rebranded to
Apex Piping Systems in 2018.
In 2004, Apex Piping became the first company in East Africa to make Poly Propylene Random
(PPR) and High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipes, radically changing the plumbing industry
from galvanized pipes to plastic, thus saving plumbers substantial time and money.
PPR, trademarked as ‘Hydro-flo’, is manufactured using only virgin materials, without any
additives, making it the perfect fit for customers who are particular about quality and durability.
Hydro-Flo has been awarded KEBS certification and is the preferred choice for plumbers and
contractors looking for quality and durability. It’s manufactured from a virgin material with no
fillers or additives, ensuring sustainability in quality and performance to last over 50 years.
Following Apex Piping’s seamless integration into the Apex Steel family, the company has
continued to be at the forefront of plumbing innovations, introducing a series of new plastic
and piping solutions to the Kenyan market including round pipes, wall plugs, toilet seat covers,
garden hose pipes, ferrules, and tubings.
The group’s unwavering commitment to quality was eventually recognized by the Dutch-based
global leader in piping and plumbing solutions, Wavin, leading to a partnership (from 2012 to
2017) that saw Apex Piping begin manufacturing PPR, PVC (drainage pipes, electrical conduits,
pressure pipes, and rainwater downpipes) and HDPE pipes at its state of the art manufacturing
facilities in Athi River under stringent quality measures and manufacturing direction from Wavin.
These pipes and fittings are marketed under the brand name ‘Apex Piping’.
Water is the essence of life and it should only be handled with the world’s best piping solutions.
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Welcome to Apex Piping Systems
Apex – Purpose, Values
Our purpose
The purpose of our Group is to create sustainable solutions for a worldwide building
and construction industry
Build something great


For customers this means high performing, sustainable product and service
solutions.



For shareholders this means sector best returns.



For Apex people this means a safe, challenging and rewarding workplace.



For communities this means a socially responsible approach to all our activities.

Our values
•

Our corporate values of Excellence, Integrity, Collaboration and Endurance are
essential principles to guide our decision making and actions.
Excellence - Ambitious and disciplined in pursuit of the highest standards of
performance and quality
Integrity - Open, honest, respectful and authentic in all our dealings.
Collaboration - Working across businesses and developing partnerships.
Endurance - Operating for the long term rather than the quick fix, ever

Apex Steel Company Profile
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Plumbing Products
Pegler, PVC fittings, Galvanized Fittings, Water tanks, Hose pipes, PPR Fittings, HDPE pipes and fittings and
Hydro-Flo - PPR Pipes.

Sanitary Ware
Pakistan, Waal, Cobra.

Hydro-Sanitary Systems
HYDRO-FLO PP-R has been designed for the construction of sanitary systems inside the buildings.
• Floor heating
The considerable flexibility of PP-R, makes the system quite fit for floor heating systems.
• Industrial applications
HYDRO-FLO PP-R system can be used for the transportation of air, gas as well as foodstuff.

Apex Steel Company Profile
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DRINKING WATER

PPR HYDRO-FLO

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
Polypropylene Random (PPR) pipes and fittings are most reliable in plumbing and water supply pipelines
inside the building, due to their chemical features and fusion welding, which ensures the plumber has
a perfect seal tight system.
The PPR type 3 used in the production of HYDRO-FLO PPR system has a high molecular weight and
excellent creep resistance fundamental characteristics for the transportation of hot fluids under
pressure. It also has good resilience which ensures ease of installation even with temperatures under
0ºC. HYDRO-FLO pipes are made of 100% virgin material which guarantees they last long; durable and
no deposits seen.
HYDRO-FLO PPR pipes are made to the standard KS-ISO 15874
APPLICATIONS
Pipe & Fitting Networks for:
• Cold & Hot installations, i.e. in Residences, Complexes, Apartments, Offices, Hospitals, Hotels,
Schools etc.
• Industrial, i.e. transportation of corrosive fluids (like acids) and liquid foods etc.
• Agriculture and Horticulture.
• Compressed air plants.
• Swimming pools
• Rain Water harvesting and utilization systems.
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
PN 20

PN 16

Ø

Wall Thickness

I.D

Ø

Wall Thickness

I.D

20

3.4

13.2

20

2.8

14.6

25

4.2

16.6

25

3.5

18.2

32

5.4

21.2

32

4.4

23.2

40

6.7

26.6

40

5.5

29.0

50

8.3

33.4

50

6.9

36.2

63

10.5

42.0

63

8.6

45.4

75

12.5

50.0

75

10.3

54.6

90

15

60.0

90

12.3

65.4

110

18.3

73.4

110

15.1

79.8
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DRINKING WATER

UPVC PRESSURE PIPES

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
UPVC pressure pipes are manufactured to KS - ISO 1452 and EN 1452 standards incorporating the traditional
design stress of 10 and 12.5 Mpa respectively. The pipes are manufactured with a socketed-end and
supplied complete with a pressure lock rubber seal for a superior joint. The product is ideally suited for
applications in both pumping and gravity design.
APPLICATIONS
The PVC-U pressure pipes and fittings from Apex
Water are suitable for the following applications:
•
Potable Water Distribution Systems
•
Industrial Process Pipelines
•
Pressure Sewer
•
Effluent Pipelines
•
Slurry Pipelines
•
Irrigation And Watering Systems
SYSTEM BENEFITS
Rubber rings

Apex PVC pipes comply to the EN 681 - 1 standard
whereas they come with EPDM rubber seal.
High reliability and proven service performance

PVC-U pipes and fittings are the preferred piping
material world-wide for potable water supply and
distribution pipes.
Complete plastic system
Extensive range of pipes and fittings.
Smooth bore, free from incrustations

Maintaining a smooth internal surface, preventing
the build-up of deposits. Minimum maintenance
required.
Corrosion resistant

Durable and complete plastic system with smooth
internal bore.

Light weight

Which makes it easy to handle and install, resulting
in reduced laying costs.
Reliable and durable

Both, the easy rubber ring push-fit system and solvent
cement ensure a tight and durable connection.
Safe for potable water supply

PVC-U is proven to be one of the most reliable and
safe piping materials for potable water.
Effective rubber ring seal joint
Reduced jointing effort and improved reliability.
High chemical resistance

Apex PVC-U pressure pipes and fittings are resistant
to a great number of chemical agents.
Special projects

A specialised team within Apex Water is dedicated
to supplying all required products for large-scale
pipe projects; Apex Water’s own products can
be combined with those of other manufacturers
to supply a complete package to the customer.
This team is experienced in arranging very large
quantities of product “right on time” to complex
construction projects. Upon request technical
advice and training can be offered by Apex Water
experts to assist in these projects.
Licensing

Apex PVC pressure pipes are manufactured under
license from Wavin.
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DRINKING WATER

HDPE PIPES

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
Apex manufactures HDPE pipes which are available in various sizes. These are suitable to work under
different working pressure for both residential and industrial purposes.
Manufactured as per KS-ISO 4427.
•
•
•
•

Available from size 25mm to 800mm
Corrosion resistant
Leak proof
Light in weight.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Application 1)

Dimensions (OD) mm 2)
PN 10 			
PN 16			

PN 25

-		

ø 32 - 800

ø 20 - 800		

ø 16 - 450

Gas 3)			

ø 16 - 630

ø 20 - 500

-			

-

Pressure sewer

ø 90 - 800

ø 50 - 630		

-			

-

PN 6

Water, Industrial

METHODS OF JOINING
1. COMPRESSION FITTING

2. ELECTROFUSION

3. BUTTFUSION

4. MECHANICAL JOINT
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WASTE WATER

PVC WASTE AND
DRAINAGE PIPES

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
Apex PVC pipes are optimally used in residential
and industrial discharge systems for soil, waste and
vent applications. Apex offers multiple complete
PVC soil and waste systems, which comply with all
major standards, offering mechanical engineers
and plumbers all possible solutions.
1. Soil and waste standard KS-ISO 3633
2. Drainage standard KS- ISO 1452
SYSTEM BENEFITS
Complete plastic system
Extensive range of PVC pipes and fittings.
Good chemical and corrosion resistance
Apex PVC offers a considerable resistance to a
large number of chemical agents up to 60º C for
continuous and 90º C for discontinuous discharge.
Light weight
The APEX PVC system is lightweight yet strong. The
weight is approximately one-sixth the weight of
steel.
Easy to install
The low weight of the system reduces transportation,
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handling and installation costs. The systems require
no specific tools for cutting and are jointed with
solvent weld or rubber ring push fit.
Reliable and durable
Whether using the easy rubber ring push fit system
or solvent cement, APEX PVC is highly durable
with high tensile and high impact strength.
Smooth interior, free of incrustations
The smooth interior of APEX PVC pipes and fittings
prevents the buildup of deposits, assuring low
friction loss and high flow rates. These high flow
rates continue for the life of the pipe system.
Fire resistance classification
PVC pipes and fittings are classed as selfextinguishing and do not support combustion.
Cost effective
The many advantages of APEX PVC ensure a lower
installed cost compared to other piping systems.
Maintenance free
APEX PVC pipes and fittings do not rust, corrode
or promote build-up of deposits on the system
interior.

WASTE WATER

PE SOIL AND WASTE

ABOUT THE PRODUCT
Wavin PE is a complete soil, waste and vent
system of pipes and fittings, manufactured
from high-density polyethylene. This tough
and durable PE system offers an extraordinary
chemical resistance in combination with a high
flexibility level and great impact resistance.
Wavin PE pipes and fittings are joined by welding,
making the joints resistant to tension. There are
two methods of welding: butt welding (hot plate
welding) and electro-fusion welding.
SYSTEM BENEFITS
Excellent chemical and corrosion resistance
Durable system with a wide range of applications
High material flexibility
Options for rigid and flexible
installation methods
High impact resistance
Impact resistance is high even at low
temperatures.
Easy to install
Fittings are marked for easy cutting and
positioning

Corrosion resistant
Wavin PE is a durable, complete plastic system.
Smooth bore, free of incrustations
Maintains a smooth internal surface, preventing
the build-up of deposits which could restrict flow.
Welded system
Secure joints by butt-welding or electro-fusion
welding.
Excellent for casting into concrete
Single system with a wide range of applications.
APPLICATION
The Wavin PE range for soil, waste and vent
pipes and fittings is suitable for the following
applications in residential and industrial buildings:
•
•
•
•

Sanitary facilities
Washing machines and dishwashers
Waste water in commercial kitchens, laundries
and industrial plants
Aggressive fluids in schools, laboratories and
industrial buildings.

Most Wavin PE products can also be used as part
of under-pressure installations like the siphonic
21

WATER THE ESSENCE OF LIFE
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EUPHORIA SHOWER
WALL MOUNTED

ACCESSORY SET

INFRA RED BASIN TAP

TECTRA INFRA RED
FOR URINAL

EUROCUBE SINGLE LEVER

PILLAR TAP EUROECO

BAULOOP BATH MIXER

COSMO WALL PLATE

CONCEALED BODY

Our Brand Values
A - Ahead by innovation.
Traditionally, twisted bars were used in building
construction projects. However, with time, twisted
bars were banned the world over due to their
inconsistency in quality. The new generation steel namely ‘Deformed Bars’, also known as ribbed bars
soon became the new global standard.
In Kenya, APEX STEEL was the first one to innovate and
move on to high quality deformed bars. By
manufacturing them locally and at par with
international standards since 2007, APEX STEEL is
proud to have been the pioneers in bringing new
reliable deformed bar technology to Kenya.
P - Pride - ‘Apex TMX’ has superseded the Kenya
bureau of standards grade for quality steel. KEBS
required 460; APEX STEEL took it further to 500. TMX
mark, branded on all ‘APEX TMX’ steel bars.
Diamond mark of quality - ‘APEX TMX’ is KEBS
approved with a Diamond mark of quality.
E - Exceed customer expectations.
X - Provision of Extra value / added value to
consumers.

About us:
APEX STEEL began as a family business, now
professionally managed and currently has presence
in 7 locations across Kenya; 6 in Nairobi and 1 in
Mombasa.
Established in 1970, APEX STEEL has undoubtedly
proven itself as the benchmark of quality and
innovation in the construction, engineering and
fabrication industries, providing suitable solutions
to contractors & fabricators in the supply of steel,
plumbing, piping, roofing, hi-spec plastics and
general hardware items.

Our Vision
To offer sustainable solutions in steel and plastics;
create value additions; driven by innovation;
technology & efficiency for the construction and
fabrication industry in Kenya and East Africa.

Our Mission

By offering solutions through ‘Cutting Edge’
technology; providing relevant ancillary products;
offering efficient propositions that enable speed of

execution; by developing employees and by being a
responsible corporate in investing in the environment.

Our Brand Preposition
Apex Steel, Power to Build
Every impossible looking building, large or small, from
someone’s home to a skyscraper starts with a dream.
Every revolutionary structure, every bridge, every
dam, every hospital begins with an idea.
At APEX STEEL, we understand the challenges you
face and the high benchmarks you set for yourself
in your pursuit of excellence. And therefore as a
true partner, we are committed to bring you new
and innovative world class products that have the
strength to turn all your dreams and ideas into reality.
So no matter if you’re a small home builder or a large
construction company, with APEX STEEL by your side,
for your every new beginning, you will always have
the Power to Build.
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Products Range

APEX STEEL BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES
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TMX
QUALITY FOR LIFE

Rebars - ‘Apex TMX’
‘APEX TMX’ is manufactured through German Technology with ISO certification ISO 6935-2:2007 and also
subscribes to BS 4449 British Standards. With its world-class deformed bars, APEX STEEL not only matches the best
of quality standards, but also surpasses them. Locally, Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS) requires deformed
steel bars of Grade 460. ‘APEX TMX’ is Grade 500. No wonder, ‘APEX TMX’ was the first deformed bar to be
given a KEBS mark of approval. It was later awarded the Diamond Mark of Quality by KEBS.
The ‘APEX TMX’ deformed bars are manufactured with cutting edge technology at our plant in Athi River. To
keep up with global quality standards, the plant employs universal testing machines. Our bars have to undergo
a strenuous ‘bend test’ every 30 minutes for mechanical properties. For every consignment of manufactured
‘APEX TMX’ bars, the Internal Mill test certificate is available.
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Plates
Mild Steel, Mild Steel Chequered, Hardox, Aluminium, Galvanized, CRCA, Stainless Steel, Brass, Copper,
Expanded Metal and Perforated Sheets.

Structural Steel
Beams, IPE’s, Channels, Angles, Flat Bars, Zed and Tee sections.

Cold rolled Sections
Mild STeel Black pipes, Round Furniture, Square Hollow section, Rectangular Hollow section, Zed Purlin.
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Other Products

APEX STEEL BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES
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GENERAL HARDWARE ITEMS

AGRICU L TU R A L T O O L S
WHEEL BARROW

SHOVEL

KNAPSACK SPRAYERS

PLIERS

POW ER A N D W E L DI N G T OO LS
WELDING RODS

CUTTING AND
GRINDING DISC

POWER TOOLS

CEM E N T AND P O W DE R S
WHITE CEMENT

WALL PUTTY

OXIDE POWDERS

CONSTRUCTION
CHEMICALS

AND MANY MORE…
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GENERAL HARDWARE ITEMS

SHEETS - ROOFING AND PLYWOOD
ROOFING SHEETS

FIGREGLASS SHEETS

PLYWOOD

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT(PPE)
SAFETY SHOES

REFLECTIVE
JACKETS

SAFETY GLOVES

EAR MUFFS

HELMETS

GENERAL HARDWARE
SCAFFOLDING CLAMPS

GREEN SHADE NETTING

BLACK POLYTHENE
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A Touch of APEX STEEL

APEX STEEL BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES
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Kempinski
•

Location-Nairobi Kenya, Museum Hill

Sankara

•

Location-Nairobi Kenya, Westlands
15

9 Riverside
• Location-Nairobi Kenya, Westlands

BRITAM Towers
• Location-Nairobi Kenya, Upperhill
16

Standard Gauge Railway

Thika Superhighway
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UAPTowers
• Location-Nairobi Kenya, Upperhill

Two Rivers Mall
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Sameer Business Park
• Location-Mombasa Road

Outer Ring Road
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Our Certifications

APEX STEEL BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES
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Certification from Thermex, Germany

The Diamond Mark of Quality

LEEDS
(Leadership in Energy and Enviromental Design)
FKE CERTIFICATE OF MEMBERSHIP
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APEX TMX - COUPLERS
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Some of Our Clients

APEX STEEL BRAND AND VISUAL IDENTITY GUIDELINES
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• CHINA ROAD AND
BRIDGE
• CHINA WU YI,
• SINOHYDRO
• SHENGLI ENGINEERING
• LAXMANBHAI
CONSTRUCTION
• CHINA JIANGXI
COPORATION
• CATIC / AVIC
• PARBAT SIYANI
• SEYANI BROTHERS

• CRJE
• CHINA RAIL NO 10
• SBI / RCC
• HYOUNG COMPANY
• COVEC
• EGMF
• KALPATARU KENYA
• CHINA GEZHOUBA
(CGGC)
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OUR CONTACTS
APEX STEEL AND APEX PIPING –
HEAD OFFICE

27-29 FUNZI ROAD, OFF ENTERPRISES ROAD
INDUSTRIAL AREA.
P.O. BOX 18441-00500 NAIROBI
Email: marketing@apex-steel.com
Telephone:
+254 20 69 69 000
Mobile:
+254 733 640150
+254 722 828 850
+254 732 668 031

APEX STEEL – NIKU HARDWARE

KOMBO MUNYIRI ROAD, GIKOMBA, NAIROBI
P.O. BOX 18441-00500 NAIROBI
niku@apex-steel.com
Mobile:
+254 733 742 589
Mobile:
+254 732 668 030

APEX STEEL – MINI HARDWARE

27-29 FUNZI ROAD, OFF ENTERPRISES ROAD
INDUSTRIAL AREA.
P.O. BOX 18441-00500 NAIROBI
Email: mini@apex-steel.com
Mobile:
+254 723 785 848
+254 723 785 848
+254 734 327 341

APEX STEEL – ROLLING MILL DIVISION
SOFIA MAKADARA ROAD, ATHI RIVER
P.O BOX 18441 00500 NAIROBI
Email:		
rmd@apex-steel.com
Telephone:
+254 45 66 22 930
+254 45 66 22 931
Mobile:		
+254 729 225 484
+254 732 083 277

APEX STEEL – TUBE MILL DIVISION
OFF MOMBASA ROAD, ATHI RIVER
P.O BOX 18441 00500 NAIROBI
Email:		
tmd@apex-steel.com
Telephone
+254 20 35 84 13
Mobile:		
+254 732 668 015

APEX STEEL – MOMBASA DIVISION
2MWAKILINGO STREET, MOMBASA
P.O. BOX 84080-80100 MOMBASA
Email: sales_msa@apex-steel.com
Telephone:
+254 41 2226471/2/3/6
Mobile:
+254 733 954 712
+254 723 832 834
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For More Information Telephone +254 20 6969000,
+254 732 888820 Email marketing@apex-steel. com

